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An inter-comparison study of mass absorption efficiency (MAE) of elemental carbon (EC) by
different sampling modes and measurements was conducted at the School of the
Environment (SE) and Station for Observing Regional Processes of the Earth System
(SORPES) in Nanjing from November 2015 to October 2016. Compared with offline
sampling, the underestimation in MAE of online sampling was mainly due to the
decreased optical attenuation (ATN) from the losing EC, and the difference in MAEs of
the two types of sampling was greatly influenced by secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation. Based on five temperature protocols, which include four NIOSH-derived protocols
and one IMPROVE-A protocol, dependence of MAE on the temperature protocol was
investigated. The main reason for the change in MAE estimation was the difference in EC
determination. The result showed that low peak inert mode temperature (Tpeak) produced a
small amount of pyrolysis carbon, and this carbon fraction was typically classified as organic
carbon (OC), resulting in overestimation of EC and thereby underestimation of MAE. In order
to study the influence of vehicle emission of highway on MAE values of EC, the simultaneous
observation at SE and SORPES was conducted. The mean MAE of SE was 8.5% lower than
that of SORPES. EC concentration was estimated to decrease by 0.13 μg/m3 with an
increment distance of 100m. Good correlation was found between the differential ATN for the
two sites and the proportion of secondary organic carbon (SOC) at SORPES (R2 = 0.71).
These results indicated that high MAE at SORPES was expected to be relevant with the dry
deposition of EC from vehicle emission and the lensing effect by SOA coating.
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INTRODUCTION

Black carbon (BC) in carbonaceous aerosol originates mainly from incomplete combustion of
biomass and fossil fuels, and plays a vital role in regional radiation balance and global climate change
through its light absorption characteristics (Jacobson, 2001; Bond et al., 2013). In the climate science
field, elemental carbon (EC) was usually considered as the mass-based proxy for BC when evaluating
the mass absorption efficiency (MAE) (Chen et al., 2017a; Cheng et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017).

MAE is a critical optical parameter for evaluating the light absorption ability of EC (Bond and
Bergstrom, 2006); it closely links the optical properties and chemical concentration of EC. MAE
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exhibited distinct spatiotemporal variation in atmospheric
environment. In winter, MAE in Beijing, Shanghai, Xi’an, and
Jinan (measured at 632, 678, 870, 678 nm, respectively) were
estimated at 8.5, 10.0, 7.6, and 9.0 m2/g, respectively (Cheng et al.,
2011a;Wang et al., 2014; Han et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017a). Our
previous study showed that MAE values (measured at 678 nm)
varied from 3.4 to 19.1 m2/g in Nanjing in different seasons
(Chen et al., 2019). A similar situation was observed in nine
regional background sites in Europe with MAE values ranging
from 4.55 to 26.2 m2/g (measured at 637 and 880 nm) (Zanatta
et al., 2016). MAE reported in the previous studies varied
dramatically depending on source types (e.g., vehicle emission,
biomass burning, and secondary aerosol formation) (Liu et al.,
2017; Sun et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021). Compared with MAEs
at three sites in Nanjing, our previous study found that highMAE
value at an industrial site MAE was mainly attributed to the
lensing effect by secondary organic aerosol (SOA) coating (Chen
et al., 2019). Shen et al. (2013) showed that MAE from the wood
combustion was significantly lower than those of the other fuels.
Current studies on MAE are typically based on offline sampling
with temporal resolution of 1 day (Cheng et al., 2011b; Shen et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019) and, thus, missed
important information of dynamic evolution of MAE within a
day. Instead, online sampling and analysis methods with high
temporal resolution can further investigate the dynamic variation
of MAE with the change in source contribution during typical
pollution periods. In the MAE estimation, MAE is largely related
to EC concentration, which is generally determined by thermal/
optical method. Temperature protocol is an important factor
influencing the concentrations of carbonaceous components
during the measurement process (Chen and He, 2015).
IMPROVE (Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual
Environments), NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health), and several modified temperature
protocols of NIOSH were currently used in OCEC analysis in
previous studies (Watson et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2012), and the
discrepancy of these protocols were mainly reflected in the
difference of temperature platform and residence time
(Watson et al., 2005). There were many methods to collect EC
samples and to analyze MAE values at present, while a few studies
had focused on the large variance of MAE caused by the multiple
sampling and measurements.

Vehicle emission (especially diesel vehicles) is considered to
be the most important anthropogenic source for EC emissions
(Zhao et al., 2019). Highway is the main traffic channel
between cities and regions, and the proportion of diesel
vehicles on expressways is much higher than that on
ordinary highways (Wen et al., 2019; Abdull et al., 2020).
Previous studies had shown that EC concentration at manual
toll collection (MTC) lanes in highways was much higher than
the concentration in ambient atmosphere (Cui et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2017a). Besides, a previous study found that the
MAE of the vehicle emissions sourced was much higher than
that of the biomass burning sourced (Hu et al., 2017). It is
urgent to evaluate the influence of vehicle emission of highway
on the MAE changes in surrounding areas to assess regional
radiation forcing.

In this study, online and offline measurements of aerosol
chemical composition and light absorption were conducted in
Nanjing, a mega-city located in the Yangtze River Delta
(YRD) region in eastern China, with a high level of BC
emissions (Zhang et al., 2013). The primary objectives of
this study were 1) to investigate the discrepancy in MAE
values by different sampling modes and thermal/optical
analysis methods and 2) to evaluate the impact of vehicle
emission of highway on MAE variation through simultaneous
observation by two sites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Measurement Sites and Aerosol Sample
Collection
Ambient aerosol samples were collected at the School of the
Environment Nanjing University (SE) and the Station for
Observing Regional Processes of the Earth System (SORPES)
(32.07°N, 118.57°E), and the locations of the two sites are
shown in Supplementary Figure S1 in the Supplement. The
SE site was on the School of the Environment building in the
Xianlin Campus of Nanjing University in eastern Nanjing
(25 m above the ground level). The SORPES site was on the
top of a small hill (40 m above sea level) in the Xianlin Campus,
and the site is 390 m to the east of the SE site. SE and SORPES
were about 400 and 790 m away from the G25 highway,
respectively.

All offline aerosol samples were collected with PM2.5 samplers
(TH-150C, Tianhong, China) at a flow rate of 100 L/min. A total
of 86 and 20 (24-h cycle starting at 9:00 a.m.) PM2.5 samples were
obtained at SE and SORPES, from November 2015 to October
2016, respectively. Specifically, 86 daily PM2.5 samples from
November 2015 to October 2016 at SE were used in the
comparison of the MAE values by different sampling and
temperature protocols. The 20 daily PM2.5 samples from
September to October 2016 at SE and the 20 daily samples
with the same time at SORPES were used to study the
influence of vehicle emission of highway on MAE values.
Besides, hourly carbonaceous aerosol (OC and EC) was
simultaneously sampled by semi-continuous carbon analyzer
(Model-4, Sunset Lab, USA) with a small flow of 8 L/min, and
there were two modes in online sampling: with and without using
denuder.

Measurements and Carbonaceous
Components
The concentrations and light absorption parameters of
carbonaceous components were measured by the semi-
continuous carbon analyzer using the NIOSH protocol. There
were some pyrolized carbon (PC) formed from OC converted to
EC and, thus, led the calculated deviation. The He–Ne diode laser
beam at 678 nm through the filter was taken for charring
correction. The split point between OC and EC was defined
by thermal optical transmittance (TOT), the carbon before the
split point was considered as OC, and the rest as EC (Wu et al.,
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2012). For offline sample analysis on the carbon analyzer, a punch
of 1.25 cm2 for each filter sample for measurement and four
protocols (including NIOSH, NIOSH5040, NIOSH580, and RT-
quartz) were adopted for carbon analysis. On a DRI analyzer, a
filter punch of 0.5 cm2 was used, and IMPROVE protocol was
conducted (monitored at 632 nm). All the filter samples were
charring corrected by TOT transmittance to eliminate the charring
correction uncertainty by the two instruments. The detailed
temperature programs of the five protocols are presented in
Table 1. The major differences between the five protocols were
as follows: 1) The maximum temperature in the He stage reaches
840°C in the NIOSH, NIOSH5040, and RT-quartz protocols,
whereas 580°C in the NIOSH580 and IMPROVE-A protocols;
2) The residence time (RT) was fixed for each temperature step in
four NIOSH-derived protocols, while the RT of each temperature
step was variable in IMPROVE-A, and the resulting RT of the
IMPROVE-A protocol is over two times larger than that of the
NIOSH-derived protocols.

Determination of Mass Absorption
Efficiency
The MAE of EC was estimated from the optical attenuation
(ATN); ATN can be calculated based on Beer–Lambert’s law as
follows:

ATN � ln(I0
I
) (1)

where I0 and I are the intensity of the incident light and the
transmitted light through the filter substrate and aerosols,
respectively. The MAE is then calculated as:

MAE(m2/g) � ATN

EC × C × R(ATN) ×
A

V
� ATN

ECS × C × R(ATN)
(2)

where ECs is the elemental carbon loading on the filter (µg/cm2),
A and V are the filter area (cm2) and sampled air volume (m3),
respectively, And C and R (ATN) are the two empirical factors for
correcting the artifacts due to multiple scattering and shadowing
effects, respectively. Weingartner et al. (2003) estimated R (ATN)
based on the aethalometer data:

R(ATN) � (1
f
− 1) ×

ln(ATN) − ln(0.1)
ln(0.5) − ln(0.1) + 1 (3)

Ram and Sarin calculated the shadowing effects by setting f as
1.103 during wintertime and 1.114 for the rest of the seasons
(Ram and Sarin, 2009). In the present study, an empirical factor of
2.14 was adopted in the calculation since comparable ATN values
were reported between the aethalometer and Sunset carbon
analyzer (Cheng et al., 2011a; Ram and Sarin, 2009). The R
(ATN) value was varied depending on seasonal demand, and
more details about the R (ATN) calculation can be found in our
previous publication (Chen et al., 2019).

Estimation of Secondary Organic Carbon
The concentrations of secondary organic carbon (SOC) at the two
sites were estimated by using the EC tracer method (Turpin and
Huntzicker, 1991; Lim and Turpin, 2002).

SOC � OC − EC × (OC/EC)primary (4)
where OC and EC are the OC and EC concentrations,
respectively; (OC/EC)primary is the ratio of primary OC and EC
emissions. In this study, the correlation coefficient between EC
and OC at 0.95 was taken as a threshold, i.e., the hourly OC and
EC concentrations with correlation coefficient larger than 0.95
were selected to calculate the (OC/EC)pri.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Inter-Sampling Comparison of Mass
Absorption Efficiency
The main differences between offline and online sampling modes
were the denuder used in online and the large flow in offline
sampling. The online sampling generally equipped with a carbon
impregnated multichannel parallel plate diffusion denuder to
reduce positive artifact in OC measurement. The comparison
of MAE estimated by online with denuder and offline samplings
is presented in Figure 1A, poor correlation was found between
MAE values by the two samplings (R2 = 0.33), the mean MAE
value of offline sampling was estimated at 9.9 m2/g and was 26.9%
larger than that of online sampling with a denuder (7.8 m2/g)

TABLE 1 | Temperature programs (T) and residence time (RT) of the five protocols (NIOSH, NIOSH580, NIOSH5040, Rt-quartz, and IMPROVE-A).

Step Carrier
gas

NIOSH NIOSH580 NIOSH5040 RT-quart IMPROVA-A

T (°C) RT(s) T (°C) RT(s) T (°C) RT(s) T (°C) RT(s) T (°C) RT(s)

OC1 He 310 70 310 70 310 70 600 95 140 150–580
OC2 He 480 60 480 60 480 60 840 90 280 150–580
OC3 He 615 60 580 150 615 60 n.a n.a 480 150–580
OC4 He 840 90 n.a n.a 840 100 n.a n.a 580 150–580
EC1 He/O2

a 550 35 550 35 550 40 550 35 580 150–580
EC2 He/O2

a 850 105 850 105 625 45 650 45 740 150–580
EC3 He/O2

a n.a n.a n.a n.a 700 45 870 115 840 150–580
EC4 He/O2

a n.a n.a n.a n.a 775 45 n.a n.a n.a n.a
EC5 He/O2

a n.a n.a n.a n.a 850 120 n.a n.a n.a n.a

aActual gas composition: 98% He + 2% O2.
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(Figure 1B). Another 20 ambient samples by online sampling
without a denuder were collected in June 2016 at SE. As shown in
Figure 1C, good correlation was found between MAE values by
online sampling without a denuder and that by offline sampling
(R2 = 0.95), and the mean MAE of offline was 10.4% larger than
that by online without a denuder (Figure 1D). These results
indicated that the use of the denuder would largely underestimate
the determination of MAE. According to the relationship
between the sampling flow and the effective filter area of the
two sampling modes, the result showed that the EC mass of
offline sampling should be 7.11 times than that of online mode.
As shown in Supplementary Figure S2A in the supplementary
material, the slope of offline EC mass to that of online sampling
with a denuder was 8.45, and 19% higher than the predicted value,
indicating that EC mass probably is lost by online sampling.

As shown in Supplementary Figure S2B, good correlation (R2

= 1) was found between the EC mass measured by offline
sampling and that by online sampling without a denuder,
indicating the consistency measurements between the two
samplings. Compared with the previous result, the
overestimation rate was reduced to 16%, indicating that losing

FIGURE 1 |Comparison of mass absorption efficiency (MAE) values between offline and online samplings. (A) The correlation betweenMAE by offline sampling and
that by online sampling with a denuder. (B) Box plots of MAE by offline sampling and that by online sampling with a denuder. (C) The correlation between MAE by offline
sampling and that by online sampling without a denuder. (D) Box plots of MAE by offline sampling and that by online sampling without a denuder.

FIGURE 2 | The relationship between secondary organic carbon (SOC)
and the ratio of light attenuation (ATN) by offline sampling to that by online
sampling without a denuder (ATNoffline/ATNonline).
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EC in online sampling with a denuder was about 3%, whereas a
large difference in EC determination between the two
samplings still existed. These results indicated that a small
flow in online sampling was the main cause for the large loss of
EC collection.

In the actual atmospheric environment, the formation of SOA
from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) would further enhance
the light absorption capacity of particles, and thereby elevating
the ATN (Cheng et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019). The relationship
between SOC and the ratio of ATN by offline sampling to that by
online sampling without a denuder (ATNoffline/ATNonline) is
presented in Figure 2. Good correlation was found between
SOC concentration and ATNoffline/ATNonline (R2 = 0.88), and
the ATNoffline/ATNonline increased with the elevated SOC,
indicating that the large difference in ATN by online and
offline sampling modes appeared in the high loading of SOA.
These results implied that the difference in MAEs by the two
types of sampling was greatly influenced by SOA pollution.

The Impact of Temperature Protocol on
Mass Absorption Efficiency
To investigate the impact of temperature protocol on MAE, four
NIOSH-derived protocols (NIOSH, NIOSH580, NIOSH5040,
and Rt-quartz) and one IMPROVE-A protocol were applied to
measure the light absorption and EC mass. In order to eliminate

the deviation caused by different charring correction methods, all
the five protocols were applied with thermal optical transmittance
(TOT) to charring correction. As shown in Figure 3A, strong
correlations between MAEs by four protocols (RT-quartz,
NIOSH5040, NIOSH580, and IMPROVE) with MAE by
NIOSH were found (R2 > 0.98), indicating that MAEs
measured by these protocols were consistent in the overall
trend. The slopes of MAEs estimated by Rt-quartz and
NIOSH5040 to NIOSH protocol were both close to 1,
indicating little difference in MAE estimation by the three
protocols. The MAE measured by IMPROVE-A was 147%
larger than the MAE by NIOSH, and the MAE by NIOSH580
was 37% lower than that by NIOSH, indicating the large
difference in the determination of MAE by IMPROVE-A,
NIOSH, and NIOSH580. The slopes of ATN values by the
four protocols versus NIOSH are presented in Figure 3B; the
deviations of the five protocols on ATN determination were
within 5%, indicating the consistency in ATN determinations
by the five protocols. A slight difference was found in ATN values
by NIOSH and IMPROVE-A protocols, and this probably is due
to the different wavelengths used in the two protocols. A previous
study in Beijing found that ATN mainly displayed strong
wavelength dependence (Cheng et al., 2012). NIOSH and
IMPROVE-A protocols were conducted by Sunset and DRI
thermal/optical carbon analyzers, which were monitored at
678 and 632 nm, respectively. Thus, the main reason for the

FIGURE 3 | Mass absorption efficiency (MAE), optical attenuation (ATN), and elemental carbon (EC) mass by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) protocol compared with those by RT-quartz, NIOSH5040, NIOSH580, and Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE)-A
protocols. (A) Comparison of MAE by different temperature protocols. (B) Comparison of light attenuation (ATN) by different temperature protocols. (C) Comparison of
EC mass by different temperature protocols.
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difference in MAE estimation by different protocols was the
discrepancy in EC determination.

As shown in Figure 3C, the EC mass measured by NIOSH580
was 54% greater than that by NIOSH protocol, the EC mass
measured by IMPROVE-A was 58% lower than that by NIOSH
protocol. There was little difference in the EC mass measured by
NIOSH, NIOSH5040, and Rt-quartz. According to a previous
study (Cheng et al., 2011b), the five protocols differedmainly with
respect to temperature protocol such as peak inert mode
temperature (Tpeak) and residence time at each plateau. To
explore the influence of Tpeak on the determination of EC
mass, NIOSH580 protocol was developed based on NIOSH in
this study, and the main difference between the two protocols was
that the temperature gradient of NIOSH, which was higher than
580°C in inert mode was changed to 580°C in NIOSH580, and the
other temperature gradients remained constant (as shown in
Supplementary Figure S3). As shown in Figure 3C and
Supplementary Figure S4, no significant differences were
found in TC masses measured by the two protocols, whereas
EC of NIOSH580 was 54% greater than that of NIOSH. The
pyrolysis carbon mass of NIOSH580 was 7.8 ± 2.3 μg, which was
about 36% lower than that of NIOSH, and average split time of
NIOSH (410 ± 20 s) was about 25 s longer than that of NIOSH580
(385 ± 16 s). The low peak inert mode temperature in NIOSH580
led to a small amount of pyrolysis carbon, resulting in
overestimation of EC and thereby underestimation of MAE.
Besides Tpeak, residence time (RT) was another important
parameter of protocol. According to Supplementary Figure
S5, the RT of peak inert mode in IMPROVE-A was 870s,
about three times longer than that in NIOSH. Cheng et al.
(2011b) suggested that prolonging the residence time could
considerably enhance carbon evolution. Much longer residence
time in the inert mode of IMPROVE-A promoted to decrease the
estimated EC and eventually overestimated MAE.

The Impact of Highway Vehicle Emission on
Mass Absorption Efficiency
Further study on the influence of vehicle emission on MAE was
conducted at SE and SORPES sites. As shown in Table2, the MAE
of SE was estimated at 9.5 m2/g, which was 8.5% lower than that
of SORPES, and the result showed that the mean MAE value
increased by 2.2% with an increment distance of 100 m away
from the G25 highway. The discrepancy in MAE values between
the two sites was expected to be relevant with the dry deposition
of EC from vehicle emission and the lensing effect by SOA
coating.

According to the Materials and methods section, SE is 390 m
closer to the highway road than SORPES. Except for the influence
of vehicle emission, there is no obvious emission sources nearby.
According to our previous study on the fractions of vehicles in the
G25 highway with recording by real-time camera, a strong
correlation between EC concentration and diesel vehicle fraction
was found (Chen et al., 2017d), which indicated that diesel vehicle
emission was the dominate source of EC at SE and SORPES sites. The
concentrations of EC at SE and SORPES are presented inTable 2. The
EC concentration at SE was 2.7 μg/m3, about 20% greater than that at
SORPES (2.2 μg/m3). Since EC was only produced from primary
combustion sources, the decreased EC at SORPES was mainly
due to dry deposition. Without considering the vertical
diffusion of EC concentration, the mean EC concentration
was calculated to decrease by 0.13 μg/m3 with an increment
distance of 100 m. Compared with the MAE of aged EC, the
MAE of fresh EC emitted by the vehicle was closer to that of
pure EC (Cui et al., 2015). Thus, low MAE at SE was mainly
affected by the primary emission of diesel vehicle.

As one of the main pollutants exhausted by vehicle, OC of SE
(11.0 μg/m3) was 15% greater than that at SORPES (9.5 μg/m3)
(Table 2). ATN changed less than OC and EC concentrations;
ATN at SE was only 8.5% greater than that at SORPES. The result
can be attributed to an elevated SOA concentration at SORPES.

TABLE 2 | The mass concentrations of organic carbon (OC), elemental carbon (EC) and secondary organic carbon (SOC), the ratio of SOC to OC (SOC/OC), the mass
absorption efficiency (MAE) and optical attenuation (ATN) at the School of Environment (SE) and at the Station for Observing Regional Processes of the Earth System
(SORPES) in May and June of 2016.

Sites OC EC SOC SOC/OC MAE ATN

(μg/m3) (μg/m3) (μg/m3) (%) (m2/g)

SE 10.92 ± 4.02 2.73 ± 0.91 2.41 ± 1.77 22.12 ± 17.32 9.53 ± 2.52 1.28 ± 0.34
SORPES 9.58 ± 3.60 2.21 ± 0.62 2.34 ± 1.80 23.33 ± 16.32 10.41 ± 2.72 1.39 ± 0.36

FIGURE 4 | Correlation between the changes in light attenuation
(ATNSORPES-ATNSE) and the ratios of secondary organic carbon (SOC) to
organic carbon (OC) (SOC/OC) at the Station for Observing Regional
Processes of the Earth System (SORPES).
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Besides primary emission, OC could also be generated by gas-to-
particle partition processes from VOCs. A previous study
indicated that SORPES suffered SOA formation process from
eastern YRD (Sun et al., 2020). Based on the EC tracer method,
SOC concentrations at the two sites were estimated. Higher
fraction of SOC in OC at SORPES than that at SE (Table 2)
indicates the elevated secondary organic pollution. Moreover, the
difference in ATN of the two sites showed stronger correlation
with SOC/OC at SORPES (Figure 4), indicating that the lensing
effect by SOC coating was another important factor affecting the
high MAE value at SORPES. These results indicated that a low
MAE value of EC around the highway was mainly affected by the
emission of diesel vehicle with a high content of EC. With the
increasing distance from the highway, the MAE value increased
due to the factors such as the lensing effect by SOA coating.

CONCLUSION

The MAE of EC was investigated at two sites, which are adjacent
to a highway in Nanjing, a typical polluted city with complicated
sources of ambient aerosols. Compared with MAE by online
sampling with a denuder, MAE of online sampling without a
denuder was much closer to the MAE of offline sampling,
implying that the use of the denuder would bring large
uncertainty in MAE estimation. A small flow in online
sampling caused the large loss of EC collection. Compared
with MAE of offline sampling, a lower MAE of online
sampling was attributed to the decreased ATN from the losing
EC, especially during high SOA concentration. In the comparison
of MAE estimated by the five temperature protocols, large
differences were found among IMPROVE-A, NIOSH, and
NIOSH580 protocols. The result indicated that the significant
difference in EC mass measurements was the main factor causing
the change in MAE. The low peak inert mode temperature in
NIOSH580 led to a small amount of pyrolysis organic carbon,
resulting in overestimation of EC and, thereby, underestimation
of MAE. Long residence time can enhance carbon evolution, and
much longer residence time in the inert mode of IMPROVE-A
caused the underestimation of EC concentration and eventually
to the overestimation of MAE. In order to effectively compare the
spatial and temporal variations in EC concentration and its light
absorption, it is recommended to use offline sampling method
and NIOSH-type protocols (NIOSH, NIOSH5040, or Rt-quartz)

in future work. Based on the simultaneous observation at SE and
SORPES, we found that MAE of SE was 8.5% lower than that of
SORPES, and the mean MAE value was calculated to increase by
2.2% with an increment distance of 100 m. The ATN and the
concentrations of carbonaceous components (OC, EC, and SOC)
at the two sites were estimated, and the results indicated that EC
dry deposition and the lensing effect by SOC coating were the
main causes for the high MAE values at SORPES site, which was
farther away from the highway.
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